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Buenos Aires is approximately a 20 hours flight from Minsk, but it doesn’t mean we won’t support our community friends! [Meet Magento Argentina](https://amasty.com/blog/meet-magento-argentina-2015-a-special-offer-for-amasty-blog-readers/) is scheduled for December 3rd.

Here are some facts about this Meet Magento event:

- this is the first Meet Magento Argentina conference
- Expected number of attendees is 150-200
- the event is organized by [Summa Solutions](https://amasty.com/blog/meet-magento-argentina-2015-a-special-offer-for-amasty-blog-readers/), an Argentinian software development company specialized in e-commerce using state of the art technologies, which can boast of partnership with Magento, backed up by +50 successful projects delivered in Latin America, USA, Europe and Australia.

**Speakers and agenda**

The agenda consists of speeches from such well-known guys as Ben Marks (Magento), Guido Jansen (UserLegion), Thomas Goletz (nr-apps.com), and also from local Magento and business specialists.
The attendees will be able to hear presentations about Magento 2, email marketing, omnichannel in e-commerce, divided into two speaker tracks. Panel discussions about UX, digital marketing and logistics are also on the agenda. Please see the list of speeches on Meet Magento Argentina website.

**Location**

The [Meliá Buenos Aires](https://meliabuenosaires.com) hotel is in the heart of the city, not far from the shore and the main local landmarks. It has a fully-equipped event center for your to feel comfortable during the conference.

**Special offer**

Want to visit Buenos Aires and meet the local Magento community? Great, go and order your ticket [here](https://amasty.com/blog/meet-magento-argentina-2015-a-special-offer-for-amasty-blog-readers/) and don’t forget to use **AMASTY_MMAR15** code to get 30% off the regular price.

¡Que tengas un buen día!